Evaluation of gene synonym qualities
Before synonyms are used for the identification process, their quality (or uniqueness) is assessed according to the number of distinguishing characteristics and classified into good, weak, very weak To whom correspondence should be addressed. †Present address: Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, MSKCC, New York, NY 10021, USA. and bad (Table 1) . Depending on the quality of a synonym, either its occurrence alone was sufficient to associate the corresponding gene to a text, or additional evidence (e.g. a second synonym or parts of the name) was necessary. 
Creating the Gene Article Index
The management of about 3.2 million synonyms (as well as their quality attributes, search criteria, and organisms of origin, etc.) is extremely expensive in terms of RAM memory. Therefore, an initial raw association of genes to abstracts is carried out without taking detailed problems into consideration. All synonyms were processed into single word baits that were then searched in a caseinsensitive manner and by employing hashcode comparisons (Pieprzyk and Sadeghiyan, 1993) instead of character-bycharacter comparisons or regular expressions. In a subsequent step, genes were permanently assigned to whole abstracts, taking all contextual information within abstracts into consideration (e.g. the organisms mentioned in or assigned to the text, predefined negative contexts, etc.). Considering this contextual information makes it possible to account for cases in which, for example, no high-quality synonym is found, but two weak synonyms are present. Although complete abstracts were considered, sentence boundaries and sentence structures (e.g. brackets) were taken into account; a synonym, for example, must not span two sentences. Furthermore, acronyms found in the text corpus were resolved to detect conflicts between gene synonyms and other biological or medical entities (e.g. diseases, methods, etc.). After all genes had been assigned to abstracts, they were assigned to precise positions in the text. This is especially important for overlapping synonyms, in other words, synonyms that start with the same term, but are of different length (e.g. 'erythropoietin' and 'erythropoietin receptor'), or when synonyms only differ in their composition of upper and lower cases.
Assessment of MeSH and Gene Cluster Contents
To make large text resources navigable it is essential to organize the literature into clusters of similar sizes and similar information content. To have an idea of the specificity and content of gene clusters, we compared them to clusters based on MeSH terms. MeSH is the thesaurus of the National Library of Medicine (Kim et al., 2001) and was designed as a fast access classification for PubMed. Here, a gene cluster is defined as all abstracts that quote a specific gene; MeSH Clusters are defined as all abstract that have a certain MeSH term associated. We compared the frequencies of MeSH terms in the documents of a specific cluster with their frequencies in the background dictionary to estimate a cluster's content. The background dictionary was constructed from about 4000 different MeSH terms (covering anatomy, diseases, physical and biological science, chemicals, and drugs) previously associated to all PubMed abstracts. The probability (PT) of finding a term (T) the observed number of times (k) in a document cluster (C) was then calculated for all clusters from the binomial distribution, given the known background frequency (p) and the total number of terms within a cluster (n).
where n N , the number of terms assigned to a document cluster (C), k = 0,1,...n, the number of occurrences of term (T ) within the cluster (C), p = P T (X = 1), the relative frequency of term (T ) in the background dictionary, and
where n N and n! was estimated using Stirling' s approximation for large n (s: = 100).
For a reference on Stirling's approximation see (Knuth, 1997) . To avoid floating point errors, the natural logarithm of the probability was calculated (Z T =ln P T ). Consequently, for a given cluster, the smaller the value of Z T the more specific is a term. For keeping the general comparison between MeSH and gene cluster straight forward, we consider for each cluster only the most significant term and its corresponding category and only clusters of a user manageable size of less than 200 articles. Table 7 lists the most significant terms in gene clusters. We found that gene and MeSH clusters cover most domains to a comparable extent ( Figure S1 ), with the expected exception that MeSH clusters show an emphasis on diseases, whilst gene clusters are focused more strongly on molecular aspects, e.g. genomic imprinting, regulation, oxidative stress. 
Fig. S1. Comparison of gene and MeSH cluster contents
The most frequent term categories are listed on the vertical axis. In general, gene and MeSH clusters cover most domains to a comparable extent, except for the prevalence of diseases in MeSH clusters and of molecular aspects in gene clusters. Genes and proteins are not distinguished in the iHOP system because it is nearly impossible to detect whether an author refers to a gene or a gene product; clear nomenclature guidelines to separate both concepts are missing or not used. However, we do not expect a separation of genes and proteins to enhance the navigability of the final network.
Sentence Ranking
The basic concept of navigation was enhanced by the weighting of sentences according to simple features and statistical parameters, such that the probability of finding relevant information first would be increased (Table 2) . 
Associative Verbs
It is known that about 90% of all active relations between proteins in the literature are expressed syntactically as "protein verb protein" (Blaschke and Valencia, 2001 ). In the current implementation of iHOP, verbs that describe interactions between proteins (e.g. 'bind', 'phosphorylate', 'inhibit', 'activate', etc.) and occur between two proteins can be highlighted to facilitate the perception of relevant information. Sentence boundaries and brackets are taken into account in the pattern scanning; both proteins must occur in the same sentence or in the same bracket. This simple syntax covers most active relations; however, other syntaxes could be included in future developments. Furthermore the occurrence of these patterns influences the weighting of sentences positively. See Table 3 for the complete list of verbs identified in protein-verbprotein patterns.
Database Schema
The database schema is partially reproduced in Figure S2 and illustrates the two main concepts in the system; genes on the one hand and scientific documents on the other. The database schema also covers information about organisms (synonyms and NCBI taxonomy identifiers), a simple English dictionary, and the complete MeSH thesaurus.
RESULTS

Recall and Precision of Gene Synonym Identification
Precision and Recall of the gene detection module of iHOP are shown in Table 4 (as of March 2005). Problems and types of incorrectly identified genes (false positives) are listed in Table 5 . 32% of all false positives can be put down to gene synonyms which differ only in their cases and which were not correctly used by the authors (e.g. mouse 'Mtx2' and human 'MTX2').
F-measures of the Gene Synonym Identification Process
The harmonic F-measures (F-measures combine precision and recall into one comparable score; F=2*recall*precision/(recall+precision)) ranged between %70 and 91% depending on the organism (see Table 4 ). There are no other systems which cover all eight organisms or were applied to the complete PubMed database, therefore only partial comparisons are possible. However, most systems for restricted domains publish lower or comparable F-measures: Fukuda et al. (Fukuda et al., 1998) have suggested that even an extremely simple set of rules can yield a high F-measure (96%) when specialised on a certain subject (i.e. SH3-domain). A more generally applicable rule-based approach by Franzen et al. (Franzen et al., 2002) obtains an F-measure of about 67%. Morgan et al. (Morgan, 2003) and Collier et al. (Collier, 2000) report levels of F=73% and F=75% respectively, by using Hidden Markov models. Tsuruoka et al. use a dictionary approach and filter through a simple Bayesian classifier (F=70%) (Tsuruoka, 2003) . Krauthammer et al. developed a dictionary approach and use the BLAST algorithm for searching; considering partial matches as positive they report F=75% (Krauthammer et al., 2000) . Mika et al. use support vector machines (SVMs) to identify protein names in MEDLINE abstracts (F=76%) (Mika and Rost, 2004) .
Assessment with BioCreative corpus
BioCreative (Critical Assessment for Information Extraction in Biology) is an open evaluation of systems on a number of biological text mining tasks (Yeh et al., 2004) . The comparison of text mining methods is generally difficult, especially when different text corpora or gold standards where used for evaluation. Efforts to evaluate and compare methods systematically are thus crucial for the development of the field. The BioCreative assessment comes closest to the real world needs in biology, as it mimics the manual curation process behind model organism databases Yeh et al., 2004 ). An important contribution of these assessments is the manual annotation of biological text corpora for training and evaluation. In other words, articles have to be read by human experts to highlight all relevant biological entities within the text. Such corpora are extremely expensive in their creation and only few others are available (Hirschman et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2003) . In the BioCreative task 1B, systems were evaluated on their ability to identify the genes and gene products mentioned in the abstracts of yeast, Drosophila melanogaster and Mus musculus.
In the context of this work, however, the comparison with BioCreative is only orientating, since in BioCreative task 1B gene identification was assessed for each organism independently and on organism specific document corpora, thus the important realworld problem of synonym ambiguity was somewhat circumvented (Hirschman, 2004) . In this work, complete PubMed was screened and no prior assumption could therefore be made about the organisms of the genes in a given document.
Evaluation of false negatives
Recall would be 100%, if there were no collisions between gene synonyms, synonyms from other organisms, other scientific terms or even common English words and if scientists would observe the orthographical guidelines (Proux et al., 1998) . A general problem is the assignment of a gene synonym to the correct organism, particularly in cases where the same synonym is used in two organisms and only differs in the composition of upper and lower cases. In fact, most of the false negatives can be explained by synonyms that were correctly identified, but then assigned to the wrong organism. For example, nomenclature guidelines (i.e. HUGO) define human gene symbols to be preferentially in upper cases, whereas synonyms of homologue mouse genes should be in lower cases. However, authors do not always observe these guidelines, especially when the homology of two genes (e.g. mouse 'Mtx2' and human 'MTX2') forms part of their argument. Examples for other cases of false negatives are shown in Table 6 . The main source of false negatives are synonyms that occur in substrings of complex expressions (e.g. V') and synonyms that collide with common English words (e.g. 'brown', 'yellow', etc.) . Multiple term names will always be less frequently detected since the number of possible orthographic variations increases drastically with the number of terms. At the current stage, there is no automatic system that solves the problem of synonyms colliding with synonyms from other organism or common English words. Considering that about half a million new articles appear in PubMed every year and that new genes are discovered and described continuously, gene name identification methods will probably always lag behind this creative process (Hoffmann and Valencia, 2003) . 
